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Solana Monke Rejects 
 

I. Introduction 
 
Rejects (Volume 1) is a collection of 6000 uniquely-rendered 3D “monkes”, minted as non-fungible 
tokens (NFTs) on the Solana blockchain. This document explains the staking protocol and tokenomics 
for eligible NFTs in the Rejects Vol. 1 collection.  
 
About the NFT 
 
All features of Reject NFTs were lovingly created in Blender, then randomly generated to create 
completely unique pieces of 3D artwork. Each monke has nine attribute types, with a total of 261 
different attributes. Among the 6000-piece collection, there are also fourteen 1-of-1 pieces. 
 
Attributes from the collection were fully assembled as renders, without the use of 2D / raster 
manipulation, then captured as 2560 x 2560 PNG files. 
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II. $REJECT Token  
 
With the launch of our project, we announced a utility token called $REJECT. 
 
With this token, we aim to reward holders with an ever-developing 
repertoire of utilities, which are further detailed later in this document. 
 
 
 
 
Overview 
 
The $REJECT token has a total supply of 50,000,000 with an allocation breakdown of: 
 

 
62.5% Staking 

3% Community wallet 
22% Reserve 
12% Development 
0.5% Holder airdrops (pre-staking rewards) 

 
The Rejects team has set target budgets on a monthly basis to track and maintain the longevity of the 
token. The current projected lifetime of the token is three (3) years. To stay within these monthly 
budgets, we will leverage variable coefficients for rewards earnings, adjusting according to the 
number of stakeholders. 
 
The community wallet (3%) exists for the benefit of Solana Monke Reject sub-communities and events 
with token rewards. The reserve (22%) exists as a buffer for unforeseen issues with our tokenomics in 
the future and will also allow us to reallocate additional tokens if we decide to roll out additional 
functionality or giveaways. We also reserve 12% of the total supply for the future development of 
$REJECT and its future functionality. 
 
  

Staking, 62%

Community Wallet, 3%

Reserve, 22%

Development, 12%

Token address 
4F2yutcbkabE5MJoDvrDLa5U2re5HPABSCVKA7vqrKcH 
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Distribution 
 
$REJECT was initially airdropped to holders of unlisted Rejects Vol. 1 through unannounced snapshots 
in March 2022. These airdrops amounted to 0.5% of the total supply and were distributed equally 
based on the number of unlisted holders. 
 
Henceforth, the primary method of acquiring $REJECT is through our in-house staking platform. We 
have budgeted 62.5% of the total supply towards staking rewards. Rather than on an interval basis 
(i.e., day to day), $REJECT is accrued in real-time, based on the number of current stakeholders. 
 
Deflationary measures 
 
As the acquired pool of $REJECT increases over time, we will monitor the state of our tokenomics. 
Although we are not a liquidity provider (LP) token, we still want our token to maintain value in the 
secondary market for holders whose primary interest is liquidity over utility. Liquidity pools exist on 
the secondary market but are not provided by the Solana Monke Rejects team. 
 
To minimize the effect of inflation, we will rely on several key mechanisms: 

 Pacing — As the number of utilities for $REJECT is developed, we expect the released pool to 
deplete naturally. 

 Burning — Token that is spent on utilities, such as our marketplace or minting future projects 
(like Rejects Vol. 2) will be burnt. By the time we are ready for future mints, a sizeable amount 
of token will have been released. Late, large-scale burns will mitigate the effects of inflation. 

 Active monitoring — We have budgeted 22% of the total supply of $REJECT as reserves for 
the purpose of stabilizing the market. We also reserve the right to adjust our distribution, costs, 
and burning procedure in response to the market. 
 

Architecture 
 
The Rejects team spent a lot of time testing and researching different architectural components prior 
to our launch in order to develop a scalable and easily-deployable codebase. In other words, because 
we developed our staking platform in-house, we will be able to better serve not only the Rejects 
community, but also any future projects that launch through us. 
 
The front-end website was designed with Figma, implemented using NextJS, and is leveraging CI\CD 
triggers for automated deployment. The backend utilizes a mixture of Python and Node, depending 
on the varying needs of our APIs. 
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III. Staking 
 
Overview 
 
We’ve built our staking platform with the goal of allowing our holders to earn $REJECT for our future 
projects, merchandise, token-based utility, and more. Our goal is not only to facilitate our own token, 
but also permit flexible staking for future projects (through us or our launchpad). 
 
How to stake 
 
Getting started 

To start, create a staking account through our platform and approve the transaction. Creating 
an account will incur a very small SOL network fee (similar to other Solana transactions). This 
account will allow you to deposit Rejects individually into your “vault”. 

 

Begin staking 
Once you have deposited all the Rejects you wish to stake, use the “Stake All” button to begin 
the staking contract. Staking will incur a small rent fee, which will be returned upon unstaking. 
Like many other staking systems, this will lock your NFT into the contract for a set lockout 
period. You cannot withdraw NFTs until the contract is over, but you are also free to keep them 
staked indefinitely. The remaining time is reflected on the platform. 

 

End staking 
You do not need to unstake your Rejects to claim your $REJECT. However, if you are done 
staking your Rejects (and your lockout period has expired), you may unlock your vault and 
withdraw the NFTs to the wallet they were originally deposited from. 

 

Claiming rewards 
Use the “Claim All” button to claim accrued tokens. This action will incur a Solana network fee 
the first time you claim. It is not necessary to do this frequently if you are planning on staking 
long-term. Please review the transaction details once you have claimed your rewards. 

 

 

 

Troubleshooting 

1. When in doubt, please use the “Refresh” button. 
2. You can view your staking wallet on Solscan using the icon next to the title. You can view 

your staking account information using the details view next to the wallet button. 
3. Hexadecimal error codes are logged on the backend and correspond to an error table. 
4. If you switch wallets, please refresh the page or reconnect (or your transactions may fail). 
5. Please report errors to our Discord server: http://discord.gg/monkerejects 
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Your lockout period is 
displayed here 

Your staking status 

Once everything is deposited, 
use this button to Stake All 

Once your lockout period ends, this 
button will change to Unstake All 

 

To withdraw your Rejects, you must 
then Unlock Vault 

 

You can Claim All $REJECT here 

This will incur a Solana network fee the 
first time you claim. You do not need 

to claim unless you need your $REJECT 
now. Your $REJECT is safe to keep in 

your staking wallet  

Solscan link 

Deposit All the Rejects you 
wish to stake at once 

 

Depositing will incur a small 
rent fee, which will be 

refunded upon withdrawing 
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IV. Utilities 
 
Overview 
 
We hope that the value in $REJECT is implicit in the brand and community that we are trying to 
cultivate. As a part of our continued campaign to reward our loyal holders, we will continue to roll out 
utilities for our token over time. 
 
Merchandise 
 
As a growing art-focused brand, we want all Reject holders to proudly display their monkes. To help 
do so, we will create an official storefront with merchandise purchasable using $REJECT. Below are 
some examples of the earliest items we will offer. 

 Stickers — Our official logo will appear on custom printed stickers 
 Clothing — High quality T-shirts, sweatshirts, and beanies will be released with our unique 

Reject branding. We want Reject gear to last, so expect to see embroidered apparel in our 
official storefront  

 Vinyl figures & toys — As a 3D project, “Rejects” is perfect for direct integration into the 
meatspace world. To achieve this, we will fabricate and sell vinyl figures with a very limited 
supply. Later, we will also develop other toys for holders to enjoy and display too 

For certain merchandise purchases, we also plan on allowing holders to unlock matching attributes on 
their NFT so they can enjoy them both inside and outside the metaverse. For example, if you preorder 
our official sweater using $REJECT, we will unlock a matching hoodie for your favorite Reject NFT! 
 
Unlockable poses 
 
Full-bodied Rejects are coming soon! With their release, the possibilities for Reject NFTs will expand 
and allow holders to bring even more personality to their Reject. To extend the utility of $REJECT in 
the NFT space, we will allow holders to unlock additional 3D poses of their Rejects for display 
purposes. This is like what past projects have done with “mutations”. There will be a variety of poses 
to choose from, which may include animated ones! 
 
Our interface will support a gallery of all your Rejects, including the ability to toggle the poses you 
have unlocked, on a token-by-token basis. Unlocking a pose and applying it to an individual token 
will alter its display in the holder’s wallet, “upgrading” it. If the token is then traded away, it will return 
to its default pose—but the pose can be applied again if desired. 
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Raffles and contests 
 
We will also periodically host raffles and contests where entry can be purchased using $REJECT. The 
prizes for these events will vary between Reject NFTs, other highly sought-after projects, or even 
merchandise. Like our staking platform, since we are developing the raffle platform in-house, we will 
be able to scale and grow it for future applications down the line. 
 
Future projects 
 
LemonScented’s future projects will be mintable using $REJECT. This initiative will incentivize holding 
tokens in the Rejects Vol. 1 collection, as it will allow holders to access exclusive high-quality NFTs on 
the Solana blockchain. Monke Rejects is just the beginning for Rejects. It’s too early to talk about the 
release date for Monke Rejects Vol. 2, but expect to see traits that are even more ambitious. As we 
grow the “Rejects” brand, expect to see not only more monkes, but other types of Rejects too. 
 
Launchpad 
 
Holders will be able to spend $REJECT on our artisan launchpad, coming Q2 2022. While there has 
been a lot of confusion about our intentions with creating a launchpad, we hope this section can clear 
things up. First and foremost, our “launchpad” is not the main focus of our roadmap. It just serves 
as an additional utility that lets us share our development work with the NFT community. 

 Aren’t there a lot of launchpads out there? We have heard concerns that launchpads are not 
a valuable space for the NFT community. A lot of these criticisms are true for commercial 
launchpads, i.e., those that any projects can submit a collection to and mint from. However, our 
launchpad will not be for commercial purposes. Rather, we want to be a baseboard for small 
artists and creators. 

 What is the purpose the launchpad? Our focus with Rejects has always been the artwork. We 
hope that our holders are as enthusiastic as we are about art. We believe that web3 is the 
future for artists but not everyone has the technical understanding to launch an NFT. With our 
launchpad, we want to help create a space where creators can successfully share their work to 
a larger audience—and where holders can spend $REJECT to enjoy more high-quality artwork.  

 What is different from other launchpads? Existing launchpads are one-and-done ordeals 
where the client submits a fully rendered collection and it is minted out. Since our goal is to 
foster a high standard for artwork, we intend on only launching an extremely limited selection 
of projects (that have the same quality as Rejects) and working closely with the creators 
through all steps of minting. This means development from the side of generation, compiling 
metadata, web design and infrastructure, whitelisting, mint, and post-mint. 
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Summary of utilities 
 
All the utilities listed (so far) in this document will be accessible on our Reject Store, which will be 
rolled out on our website. There, you can expect to see all the options to spend your $REJECT whether 
it be for merchandise, mint tokens for our partner launches, raffle tickets, NFT upgrade tokens, or 
even custom 1/1 Rejects.  
 
This list of utilities is not exhaustive. As we continue to grow, so will the list of things you can do (and 
merchandise you can buy) with $REJECT. Please stay tuned for continued updates. 
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IV. Disclaimers 
 
Forward-looking statements 
The materials in this document are presented as forward-looking statements that in turn reflect our officially-disclosed 
roadmap and future visions. Statements made in this document are speculative and cannot accurately account for 
unforeseen events that are beyond our control. As a buyer, any Reject collectible you purchase is “as is”. We pledge that 
we will work toward the best interests of the community in good faith and provide regular announcements should issues 
arise. 
 
Valuation 
Non-fungible tokens (NFTs) never hold inherent value. We ask that buyers of Solana Monke Rejects (and any other NFT 
project) hold themselves accountable for the risk-reward structure of NFTs. This statement is not to say that the valuation 
of “Rejects” is zero, but this said valuation is dependent on the market and other factors out of our control. 
 
Limitations of scope 
Our stated intention for this project from the very beginning were to create a brand focused around high-quality 3D 
artwork. As such, we have no plans to form a decentralized autonomous organization (DAO) or create a project focused on 
a liquidity providing (LP) token. We are not affiliated with any DAOs formed by members of the community. The $REJECT 
token may be traded on the secondary market, but we do not have plans for a direct liquidity providing solution for it. 
 
Limitations of liability 
Owners of “Rejects” agree to hold us, our affiliated companies, and their respective directors, officers, employees, 
contractors, agents, licensors, stockholders, assigns, and representatives harmless from any losses, damages, claims, costs, 
and expenses they may incur as a consequence of minting, buying, or selling the non-fungible token or its accompanying 
utility token. 
 
Licensing 
We retain ownership of the Solana Monke Rejects logo, brand, intellectual property, and artwork. Owners of individual 
tokens have the rights to use the intellectual property and artwork of those tokens for as long as they hold them under a 
Creative Commons Attribution 3.0 License. Explicitly, we also permit the use of personally-owned Solana Monke Reject 
artwork for the purposes of generating revenue for the end user. 
 
Any attempts to use the Solana Monke Rejects logo, brand, intellectual property, and artwork for purposes that infringe 
upon, defraud using, undermine, or defame the project will be subject to legal action. We retain the right to use any 
“Rejects” token for media and marketing purposes within the greater Solana Monke Rejects company. 


